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THE STRUCTURE OF RINGS

WITH FAITHFUL NONSINGULAR MODULES

BY

J. M. ZELMANOWITZ

Abstract. It is shown that the existence of a faithful nonsingular uniform module

characterizes rings which have a full linear maximal quotient ring. New information

about the structure of these rings is obtained and their maximal quotient rings are

constructed in an explicit manner. More generally, rings whose maximal quotient

rings are finite direct sums of full linear rings are characterized by the existence of a

faithful nonsingular finite dimensional module.

Introduction. The study of prime rings with nonsingular uniform one-sided ideals

was initiated in [5]. With the treatments in [8 and 1], but especially in the latter

article, the structure of this class of rings became well understood. In this paper, we

will begin by examining rings which possess faithful nonsingular uniform modules

but which are not necessarily prime. Our principal discovery is that this is precisely

the class of rings whose maximal quotient rings are full linear rings, a class of rings

which has been extensively studied from other perspectives (cf. [6, 9]). It is a bit

surprising that despite the fact that nonsingular uniform modules play a significant

role in module theory (cf. [3]), the consequences for the structure of a ring of the

existence of a faithful such module appear not to have been suspected.

In [13] the structure of the rings with faithful monoform modules is determined.

Since a nonsingular uniform module is monoform, the rings described above form a

proper subclass of the rings with faithful monoform modules and hence are (in the

terminology of [13]) "dense" rings of linear transformations. As we will soon see, the

structure theory of this subclass is actually much richer.

In the final section of this paper we study rings whose maximal quotient rings are

finite direct sums or arbitrary direct products of full linear rings. One sample result

(Corollary 5.3) is that a ring has a maximal quotient ring which is a finite direct sum

of full linear rings if and only if it possesses a faithful finite dimensional nonsingular

module.

An innovation is the introduction in §2 of "partial" contexts which extend the

concept of Morita contexts. We have found this idea to be a rather helpful crutch in

the organization of the main results.

1. Preliminaries. It is important to stress that throughout this article rings need not

possess identity elements. We will also be careful to write homomorphisms con-

sistently on the side of a module opposite to that of the scalars.
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While we will be dealing with maximal quotient rings, our treatment will be

self-contained in the sense that any quotient rings that occur will actually be

constructed. The reader unfamiliar with this topic may nonetheless wish to consult

[2] as a reference.

Before we begin in earnest it may be worthwhile to review the information known

prior to this article and relevant to the topic under discussion. The definitions of the

terms used can be found in the references cited.

Theorem A [1, 11, 12]. For a ring R the following conditions are equivalent.

(i) R has a faithful critically compressible left ideal.

(ii) R is a prime ring with a nonsingular uniform left ideal.

(iii) There exists a Morita context (RMS, SNR) with S a left Ore domain, SN

torsion-free, RM faithful, and such that (m, n) = 0 or (M, N)m = 0 for m E M and

0 ¥= n G TV implies that m — 0.

(iv) R is isomorphic to a subring of End AF for some vector space AV with the

property that given t G End AV and U a finite dimensional subspace of AK there exist

r, s E R with rr = s, Vr E U and Ur = U.

When R satisfies these conditions its maximal left quotient ring is a full linear ring.

Theorem B [6, 9]. R has a maximal left quotient ring which is a full linear ring if

and only if R is an irreducible nonsingular ring such that every nonzero left ideal of R

contains a uniform left ideal.

Theorem C [13]. A ring R has a faithful monoform module if and only if it is

(isomorphic to) an "dense" ring of linear transformations on a right vector space WA

(i.e., given t G End WA and U a finite dimensional subspace of WA with t \v ¥= 0 there

exist r, s E R with rr ^ = j \v ¥= 0).

By a partial homomorphism f from a module RM to a module RN we mean an

element of Horn R(Mf, N) with Mf an /?-submodule of M. One may form the direct

limit lim Horn R(M0, N) over all essential submodules RM0 of RM; we will denote

this direct limit by PHom R(M, N). Letting [/] denote the class of / G

Horn R(Mf, N) in PHom R(M, N), we have [/] = [g] if and only if /= g on an

essential submodule of Mf n Mg; addition of classes is defined by [/] + [g] — [h]

where h = (/+ g) \M nM . In practice we will not distinguish between an element/

in Horn R(Mf,N) and its class [/] in PHom R(M, N), and we will speak of an

element/of PHom R(M, N).

It is easy to check that PHom R(M, M) becomes a ring when multiplication of

/ G Horn R(Mf,M) and g E Horn R(Mg, M) is defined as the restriction h of f° g

to Mgf~x; that is, [f][g] = [A]. We refer to elements of PHom R(M, M) as partial

endomorphisms of RM, and we set PEnd RM = PHom R(M, M). (PEnd RM is also

called the extended centralizer of M; see [4].) If N is an Ä-S-bimodule then

PHom R(M, N) becomes a PEnd RA/-5-bimodule under the action induced by

defining m(h -f-s) = ((mh)f)s for s E S,fE Horn R(Mf, N), A G Horn R(Mh, M),

and m E Mfh~x. The particular instance of this situation that we will need is the

fact that PHom R(M, R) is a PEnd RM-/?-bimodule. We call elements of

PHom R(M, R) partial linear functional of RM.
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A nonzero Ä-module M is monoform if all of its nonzero partial endomorphisms

are monomorphisms. It is well known and quite easy to check that a monoform

module is uniform (i.e., any two nonzero submodules have nonzero intersection),

that a nonsingular uniform module is monoform, and that a module RM is uniform

if and only if PEnd RM is a division ring [4]. Furthermore, when RM is faithful and

monoform then nonzero partial linear functionals are also monomorphisms. To see

this suppose that 0 ¥=f E PHom R(M, R) with domain / = Mf. Then (Mff)M # 0

because RM is faithful, so there exists m G M with (Mff)m ^ 0. Define A G

Horn R(Mj, M) by xh — (xf)m for x E Mf. Then ker A D ker/and so 0 = kerA =

ker/ because RM is monoform.

An overring Q of a ring R is called a left quotient ring of R if given any x E Q and

0 ¥= y E Q there exists reu with rx E R and ry ^ 0. If Q is an overring of R

maximal with respect to this property then Q is called a maximal left quotient ring of

R. For rings with zero right annihilator a maximal left quotient ring always exists,

and it is unique up to isomorphism over R [2, p. 68].

2. Nonsingular uniform modules. It will be convenient for our purposes to extend

the concept of a Morita context as follows. A pair of (bi-)modules (RM, AVR) is

called a partial context if there are functions ( , ): X -» R and [ , ]: V X M -» A with

X E M X V such that whenever m E M, v,v' E V, and (m, v) G X then v'(m, v)

= [«', w]u. We will then let (M, V) denote the ideal generated by the image of X in

R, and it will be our custom to say that (m, v) is defined whenever the pair (m,v)is

in X. (No confusion should arise from the fact that (m,v) denotes an element of

both X and R.)

Given any module RM over a nonsingular ring we may always construct a

standard partial context (RM, AVR) as follows. Take V = PHom R(M, R), A —

PEnd RM, and X = {(m,/)|/G PHom R(M, R), m G domain/}; for (m, f) in X

define (m, f) = mfE R, and for / G PHom R(M, R) and m E M define [/, m] G

PEnd RM by x[f, m] = {(x, f)m for any x G Mf — domain /}. It is evident that

the functions ( , ) and [ , ] are bilinear whenever possible for the standard partial

context; but we will not need to require that this property be part of the definition of

an arbitrary partial context.

Following [6] we will call a ring R irreducible if A D r(A) = 0 for A a nonzero

ideal of R implies that r(A) = 0; here r(A) denotes the right annihilator of A. We

will often use without explicit mention the well-known fact that a nonzero homo-

morphism from a uniform module to a nonsingular (i.e., having zero singular

submodule) module is a monomorphism; and we let Z(M) or ZR(M) denote the

singular submodule of RM.

Theorem 2.1. For a ring R the following conditions are equivalent.

(1) There exists a faithful nonsingular uniform left R-module.

(2) R is a nonsingular irreducible ring such that each nonzero left ideal contains a

uniform left ideal.

(3) There exists a partial context (RM, AVR) satisfying: (i) VR is faithful; (ii) ¡y is a

vector space; and (hi) given u, 0 ¥= v G V there exists m E M with (m,u) and (m,v)

defined and (m,v)¥z0.
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(4) R is (isomorphic to) a subring of End AV for some vector space AV with the

property that given t G End AV and JJ a one-dimensional subspace of AV there exist

r, s E R with at = s and Vr = U.

(5) R has a (maximal) left quotient ring which is a full linear ring.

(6) R is (isomorphic to) a subring of End AV for some vector space AV with the

property that given 0#tE End AV there exist r, s E R with rr = s ¥= 0.

The equivalence of (2) and (5) is just Theorem B cited in the previous section; (2)

is only included here for the sake of completeness. Conditions (4), (5) and (6)

represent successively weaker ways of describing this class of rings. One would

anticipate that the partial contexts introduced as an aid in proving this theorem will

also be useful in other situations.

Proof. (1) implies (2). Let M be a faithful nonsingular uniform left Ä-module.

Since Z(R)M E Z(M) — 0, R is nonsingular.

Let / be any nonzero left ideal of R. Then IM ¥= 0, so Im =£ 0 for some

0 ¥= m E M. Since RM is nonsingular, l,(m) = [r E I \ rm = 0} is not essential in /,

so there exists a left ideal 0 # J C I with J n l,(m) = 0. It follows that J =Jm

under the multiplication homomorphism r -> rm, and this proves that every nonzero

left ideal contains a uniform left ideal.

To see that R is irreducible, first observe that if A n r(A) = 0 for A an ideal of R

then / = r(A) is the unique left ideal maximal with respect to A D / = 0, and also

r(A)A E A n r(A) = 0. It follows that A + r(A) is an essential left ideal of R. Now

(A + r(A))(AM n r(A)M) C Ar(A)M + r(A)AM = 0 so that AM D r(A)M = 0

because RM is nonsingular. Since RM is faithful and uniform this can only happen if

A = 0ovr(A) = 0.

(2) implies (3). Let M be any nonzero uniform left ideal of R and consider the

standard partial context (RM, AVR) derived from M. As was noted earlier, sMisa

monoform module, A is a division ring, and F is a A-Ä-bimodule under the action

defined by x(dvr) = ((xd)v)r for r E R, v E V = PHom R(M, R), d E A =

PEnd RM, and x E Mvd~x. Furthermore, given ü,0 ¥= v' E V, (m, v) and (m, v')

are defined for any m E Mv n Mv, ¥= 0; and if m ¥= 0 then (m, v') ¥= 0 because

( , v')\ Mv, -» R is a monomorphism. It therefore remains only to check that VR is

faithful, and for this in turn it suffices to show that r(M, V) = 0.

Set T = (M,V) and observe first that if U is a nonzero left ideal contained in T

then U contains a left ideal of the form Mff for some 0 ¥= f G Horn R(Mf, R) and

Mr E M. For T = 2 My/ where /ranges over PHom R(Mf, R), so we may choose an

element 0 ¥= u = mxfx + • • • +m,ft E U with each m¡ E Mf and t as small as

possible. Because of this choice, for each r G R, rmxfx — 0 implies that ru = 0.

Hence the assignment rmxfx -» ru for r E R yields an element of Horn R(Rmxfx, U)

which we denote by g; and then (Rmx)fxg is the desired left ideal contained in U.

Now suppose to the contrary that r(T) ¥= 0. Then because R is irreducible,

7Tir(r)/0. By the preceding paragraph, we may assume that T D r(T) D Mff

for some/ G Horn R(M¡, R) and M¡ E M. Since lR(Mf) is not an essential left ideal

of R we may apply the hypothesis to choose a uniform left ideal U0 with U0Mf ¥^ 0.

It follows that  UQm ̂  0 for some m E Mf, and so the rule u -> urn defines a
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monomorphism of U0 into M. Setting M0 = U0m E M and defining /0 G

Horn R(M0, R) by (um)f0 = u for u E U0, we see that U0 = M0f0 E T. Hence

TMfD U0Mf^O, and it follows that T(Mff) = (TMf)f^0 contradicting the

choice of Mff E T n r(T). We conclude therefore that r(T) = 0.

(3) implies (4). Let (ÄM, AFÄ) be the partial context given by hypothesis. Since VR

is faithful we may assume that R Q End AV. Let t G End AF and AU a one-dimen-

sional subspace of AV be given. Let v be an arbitrary nonzero element of U, and use

the hypothesis to choose m E M with (m, vt) and (m, v) defined and (m,v)=£0.

Set r = (m, v) and s = (m, vt). Then for any w E Vv/e have

w(rr — s) = (w(m, v))t — w(m, vt) = ([w, m]v)r — [w, m](vr) = 0

because t G End AV; and also wr = w(m, v) = [w, m]v E U. Hence rr = s and

Vr E U. Finally, Vr # 0 because VR is faithful, and thus Vr = U.

(4) implies (5). Assume that R is a subring of End AV with the stated property.

Then given t, 0 ¥= t' E End AV, choose any one-dimensional subspace U of AV with

Ut' =£ 0. By hypothesis there exist r, s E R with rr = s and Fr = [/. Then Vrt' =

(7t' ^ 0 so rr E R and rr' ^ 0. This proves that End AV is a left quotient ring of R.

It is actually a maximal left quotient ring of R because of the well-known fact that

End AV is a left selfinjective ring.

(5) implies (6). This is obvious.

(6) implies (1). We may assume that R C End AV with the property stated in (6).

Set M = HomA(K, A); M has a natural structure of Ä-module given by (v)rm =

(vr)m for any v E V, r ER, m EM. We claim that M is a faithful nonsingular

uniform left Ä-module.

If O^refi then Vr ̂  0, and hence V(rM) = (Vr)M ¥= 0 because M =

Horn A(V, A). Thus rM ¥= 0 proving that RM is faithful.

To show that R M is nonsingular we proceed as follows. Given any 0 # m G M set

/R(w) = {r G R | rm = 0}. Then VlR(m) C kernel m E V. Choose a nonzero sub-

space AU of AV with U © kernel m = V, and define t G End AF by requiring that

t\v= l\u and T|kemelm = 0. Then use the hypothesis to choose r, s E R with

rr = s ¥= 0. Observe that Ks n kernel m Q Vt n kernel m = (7 n kernel m — 0.

Now for any a G End AV, asm = 0 if and only if Fasm = 0 if and only if Vas E Vs

D kernel m = 0. Hence ai/rz = 0 if and only if as — 0, and this implies in particular

that lR(m) n Rxs = 0 where Rxs is the left ideal of R generated by s. Thus lR(m) is

not an essential left ideal of R, and since 0#mGW was arbitrary, RM is

nonsingular.

Next suppose O^rn, O^mGM are given. Choose u,v E V with um ^ 0 and

u« t^ 0 in A, and write «m = d(vn) for some d E A. Then F = Am © kernel m and

so we may define t G End AK by mt = dv, (kernel m)r = 0. Now urn = í/(ü«) =

(dv)n = (uT)n = m(t«) and (kernel m)m = 0 = (kernel m)rn, so m = th. We may

use the hypothesis to choose r, s E R with n = s i= 0. Then rw = rm = sn and

i« t^ 0 because Vsn = IVth = Au« ¥= 0. This shows that RM is uniform, and the

proof is now complete.    D

Remarks. It is worth recording several observations produced in the course of the

proof. First of all, there is the fact that if M is a nonzero uniform left ideal of R or a
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faithful nonsingular uniform module then r(M, V) = 0 where V = PHom R(M, R);

this is equivalent to (M, V) being essential as a left ideal of R. Furthermore,

regarding R as embedded in End AV where A = PEnd RM, it is evident that the ideal

(M, V) consists of linear transformations of finite rank on AV. Finally, the maximal

left quotient ring of R was actually constructed as End AV where V is as above.

We also have the following consequence of the preceding theorem.

Corollary 2.2. Suppose that R has a left quotient ring which is of the form End WA

for some right vector space WA. Then the maximal left quotient ring of R is of the form

End AV for some left vector space AV.

Proof. In view of the previous remarks it will suffice to show that if W is as above

then RWis a faithful nonsingular uniform module and PEnd R W = A.

We may assume that R C End WA and therefore RW is faithful. Set T = End WA

and observe that W is a nonsingular left T-module. For if L is a nonzero left ideal of

T with rw(L) - {w E W\ Lw = 0} ¥- 0 then rw(L) ¥= W and we may write W =

rw(L) © W' for some subspace W of WA. Define t G Thy requiring that t = 1 on

rw(L) and t = 0 on W. Then for any a G T, <jt G L implies that oTriV(L) = 0,

whence ax = 0. Thus 7Y n L = 0 which proves that L is not an essential left ideal of

T. This shows that TWis nonsingular.

Next, for any w E W, if lR(w) = [r E R \ rw — 0} were an essential left ideal of R

then TlR(w) would be an essential left ideal of T because RTis an essential extension

of RR. Since TlR(w)w = 0 and TW is nonsingular this implies that w = 0. Thus RW

is nonsingular.

To see that RW is uniform proceed as follows. Given u =£ 0, w ¥= 0 in W, choose

t G End WA with tu = w and tU = 0 where W = U © uA. Then use the hypothesis

to pick r, s E R with rr = s # 0. Now su = rrw = nv and su # 0 because s/0 and

jí/ = /-tí/ = 0. Hence ^W^is uniform.

To prove that PEnd RW s A, suppose 0 ¥= f E Horn R(Wf,W) is given with H^ an

/î-submodule of W. By Proposition 2.4 of [13], RWis a quasi-injective Ä-module and

End RW = A acting as right multiplications. Hence / extends uniquely to an element

of End RW = A, which is what was desired.    □

For any module RM there are natural isomorphisms PEnd RM = PEnd RM and

PHom R(M, R) = PHom R(M, R) where M denotes the quasi-injective hull of RM.

Thus the standard partial context for RM extends to a standard partial context for

RM,(RM, AVR), where we set V = PHom R(MJi) and A = PEnd RM. When RM is

nonsingular, we also have PEnd RM = End RM, and then dim RM = dim AA where

dim denotes uniform dimension. There are other less obvious relationships between

module dimensions which we indicate below.

Proposition 2.3. Let RM be a nonsingular module such that V = PHom R(M, R)

is a faithful right R-module. Then dim MA < dim RR < dim AV where A = End RM.

In particular, if M is a faithful nonsingular uniform module over a ring R which

satisfies Theorem 2.1, then dim MA < dim RR — dim AV.
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Proof. We first show that dim MA < dim RR. Suppose that mx,...,mk E M are

linearly independent over A. Set A¡ = H j¥¡i lR(mj) where lR(mj) = [r E R \ rm¡ =

0}. By a well-known result [7, Theorem 2.3], A¡ <2 lR(m¡), and it follows that

A j n lR(m¡) is not essential in A¡. Hence there exists a nonzero left ideal BiEAi

with 5,- n lR(mt) = 0. It is then easy to check that 2f=] 5, is a direct sum. For if

2f=] 6, = 0 with each b¡ E Bi then b¡m¡ — (2y#, — bf)mt — 0, so each b¡ = 0 since

B¡ D /«(m,) = 0. Hence dim RR > A:.

Next, we show that dim ÄÄ < dim AK. For suppose that 2f=1 A¡ is a direct sum of

nonzero left ideals of R. We claim that 2f=1 F/l, is then a direct sum of nonzero

subspaces of AV. For suppose that 2?=) u, = 0 where each u, G VA¡ and u, G

Horn R(M¡, R) for some essential submodule of M¡ of RM. Set M0 = D*=, M¡; M0 is

an essential submodule of RM, and for every m E M0, mv¡ E A¡ because v¡ G VA¡.

Thus 2*= j m«, = 0 implies that mu, = 0 for each /'. Since M0 is essential in RM this

implies that each v¡ = 0. Hence dim RR < dim AK

For the reverse inequality, suppose that M is a faithful nonsingular uniform

module and that vx,. ..,vk E V are linearly independent over A. By Theorem 2.1(4),

A, = {r E R\Vr E At),} is a nonzero left ideal of R. We claim that 2f=: A¡ is a

direct sum. For if r G A, C\ 2,#i .4 ■ then Fr Ç Au, n 2 ,-,<=; At). = 0, and so r = 0.

Hence dim AV < dim R/? and the proof is complete.    □

For M a nonsingular uniform left ideal of a prime ring R it was shown in [1,

Theorem 10C] that dim RR = dim Ms > dim SW > dim Ä.R where S = End RM

and W — Horn Ä( M, R ). When Ä fails to be prime this relationship breaks down as

is illustrated by the following elementary example. Set R = (AA) and M = (A°0)

where A is an arbitrary division ring. Then S = End ,Ms4 acting as right

multiplications, while W = Horn R(M, R) = A © A. Hence dim RR — 2 = dim SW

while dim Ms = 1. When M is a faithful nonsingular uniform left ideal of a ring R it

can still be seen that dim RR = dim A/s, but it is an open question as to whether an

analogue of the inequality dim Ms > dim SW holds in this case.

By constrast we are able to provide a sufficient condition for equality to hold in

Proposition 2.3.

Corollary 2.4. In the setting of the second sentence of Proposition 2.3, dim RR < oo

if and only if dim MA < oo; and when this is the case, dim RR = dim MA.

Proof. We first observe that dim MA < oo if and only if the maximal left quotient

ring of R is simple artinian. This is shown in Theorem 3.1 of [13] wherein it is also

demonstrated that End MA is then a maximal left quotient ring of R. Since

dim(End MA) — dim MA when dim MA < oo, and since dim RR equals the dimen-

sion of a maximal left quotient ring of R, the corollary is proved.    D

3. Faithful left ideals. It is instructive to consider the following examples. Let Vhe

a left vector space over a division ring A with basis {v¡\ 1 =£ ; < k] with k > 2, and

set Rx = {r G End AV\ v,r = 0 for / s* 2} and R2 = {r E End AV\ v¡r E 21<y<i At»,-

for each /' > 1}. Then End AV is a maximal left quotient ring of both Rx and R2.

Observe also that Rx has no faithful left ideals because l(Rx)¥=0. By contrast,

M — {r E End AV\ v¡r E Au, for each i > 1} is a faithful uniform left ideal of R2.
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The general situation when a ring contains a faithful nonsingular uniform left ideal

is actually typified by R2 as the next result shows.

Theorem 3.1. For a ring R the following conditions are equivalent.

(i) R has a faithful nonsingular uniform left ideal.

(ii) The maximal left quotient ring of R is of the form End AV for some vector space

AV and there is an element v in V such that given any O^i/EF there exists r G R

with Vr = Av and ur ¥= 0.

Proof, (i) implies (ii). Let M be a faithful nonsingular uniform left ideal of R. We

already know that the maximal left quotient ring of R is End AV where V =~

PHom R(M, R) and A = PEnd RM. Since M is a left ideal, we may assume that

0 ¥= HomR(M, R) C V. Fix an element 0 ^ v E HomÄ(M, R) and suppose that

O^uë V is given with u E HomÄ(M„, R). Tnen(Muu)M j= 0, soO # [u, M] E A.

Hence 0 ¥= [u, M]v = u(M, v) E Av n uR. For any r E (M, v) with ur ¥= 0 we

have Vr E V(M, v) = [V, M]v = Au. Thus Vr = Av as we were to prove.

(ii) implies (i). We already know from Theorem 2.1 that R is nonsingular. Choose

0 7er v E V as in (ii) and fix an element t E R satisfying Vt = Av and vt ¥= 0. We

claim that Rt is a faithful uniform left ideal of R.

If 0 ¥= s E R then Vs ¥= 0. Choose 0 =£ u E Vs and apply (ii) to pick r E R with

Vr = Au and ur ?*= 0. Write ur = dv with 0 ¥= d E A. Then urt = dvt ¥= 0 and

urt E Vsrt, so 0 ^ srt E sRt. Since s was arbitrary in R this shows that Rt is a

faithful left ideal.

We can actually show that M = {r G R | Vr E Av) D Rt is a uniform left ideal.

For let 0 ^ tx and 0 i=- t2 he given elements of M. Then Vtx = Vt2 = Au so there

exist u, w E V with utx = wt2 ¥= 0. Then V = Au © kernel /, = Aw © kernel t2 and

we may choose t G End AV with wt = u and (kernel í2)t = 0. Since End AV is the

maximal left quotient ring of R there exist r, s G R with at = s and rt2 ^ 0. Then

(w)tíx = utx = wt2 and (kernel í2)tí, = 0 = (kernel i2)/2 so that tí, = t2. Hence

stx — at/| = rt2 # 0 and therefore M is a uniform left ideal of R.    D

It should be noted that we have actually proved that a ring satisfying Theorem 3.1

contains a faithful nonsingular uniform left ideal which is principal. It is an open

question as to whether a ring satisfying Theorem 2.1 possesses a faithful nonsingular

uniform module which is cyclic.

4. Related rings. In this section we will demonstrate that the property of having a

faithful nonsingular uniform module or left ideal survives passage to polynomial

rings and matrix rings. One key step is the following result whose present formula-

tion was suggested by K. Nicholson.

Proposition 4.1. Suppose that RM is a (faithful) nonsingular uniform module and

that (RPS, sQr) ls a Morita context satisfying the following conditions: (i) S^O; (ii)

(P, sQ) ¥= 0 whenever 0 ¥= s E S; and (iii) (P, Q) is an essential left ideal of R. Set

N= Q® RM/K where

K= | 2 q,®miEQ®RM\ 2 (p, q,)m, = 0 for all p E P  .

Then N is a (faithful) nonsingular uniform left S-module.
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Proof. For each p E P there is a group homomorphism p E Homz((? ® RM, M)

defined on generators q ® m E Q ® RM by /?(<? ® w) = (p, q)m. Note that K =

D e/) kernel/5 and so we may also regard /ä as an element of Horn z( TV, M).

Furthermore, for every p E P, q G Q, and x G Q ® RM, q ® p(x) = [q, p]x.

It is evident that K is an 5-submodule of Q® RM and so N is a left S-module.

Suppose sN = 0 with s G S. Then /5(sö®RA/) = 0 for every p E P so that

(P, jg)M = 0. If RM is faithful, (P, sQ) = 0; and then 5 = 0 by hypothesis (ii).

Thus SN is faithful if RM is.

To see that SN is uniform, let «, = xx + K and n2 = x2 + K be arbitrary nonzero

elements of N. There then exist px andp2 in P withpx(xx) ¥= 0 and/52(jc2) ¥= 0 in M.

Since fiM is uniform we may choose rx and r2 in R with r,/5,(x,) = r2p2(x2) ^ 0.

Set m = rxpx(xx). Since fiM is nonsingular and (P, Q) is an essential left ideal of /{,

(P, Q)m ¥= 0. Hence there exists q E Q with q ® m & K; that is, <7 ® rxpx(xx) =

q ® r2p2(x2) G K. Thus [gr,, />,]«, = [<7A"2, p2]n2 ¥= 0 in N, and this proves that SN

is uniform.

Next, let n he an arbitrary nonzero element of N; we will show that /s(ai) is not an

essential left ideal of S. Choose p E P with p(n) =£ 0 in M. Then lR( p(n)) is not an

essential left ideal of R because RM is nonsingular, so there exists a nonzero left

ideal L of R with L n lR(p(n)) = 0.

First, observe that [QL, />] # 0. For if [QL, p] = 0 then (P,Q)Lp(n) =

P(QL ® p(n)) = P([QL, p]n) - 0, and so L/5(«) = 0 because (P, Q) is an essential

left ideal of R. But this would contradict the fact that L n /R( p(n)) = 0.

Finally, we can show that [QL, p] D /s(a?) = 0. For if ç G QL and [q, p] E ls(n)

then(P,q)p ® n = P ® [q, p]n = 0, and it follows that (P, q) Gin lR(p(n)) = 0.

By hypothesis (ii) this yields [q, p] — 0. Hence /s(aj) is not an essential left ideal of 5

and thus SN is a nonsingular module.    D

Proposition 4.2. Suppose that M is a left ideal of R and that (RPS, SQR) is a

Mori ta context satisfying (iv) (P, q) ¥= 0 for every 0 ¥= q E Q. Then N = Q ® RM/K

and QM are isomorphic left S-modules.

Proof. Consider the S-homomorphism <¡>: Q ® RM — QM C Q defined on gener-

ators q®mEQ®M by (q® m)<t> — am. First note that 2f=1 q, ® mi E kernel <j>

implies that ~Zk=x(p, qi)mj — (/?,2f=, <7,w,) = 0 for every p E P, so kernel <f> E K.

On the other hand, if 2f=, q¡ ®m¡EK then ( p,2k=x q¡m,) = 2k=x(p, q,)m, = 0 for

every p E P, so that (P, 2f=1 <7,aâi,) = 0. By hypothesis (iv) it follows that 2f=] ¿7,aw,

= 0. So <j> induces an isomorphism of N onto QM as S-modules.    □

Corollary 4.3. If R has a faithful nonsingular uniform module or left ideal then the

same is true for Rn, the ring of n X n matrices over R.

Proof. This follows from a consideration of the Morita context (RR(n)R , R QR)

where R(n) and R(n) denote, respectively, spaces of row and column vectors, R' is the

usual ring with identity element containing R, and Q = R'(n)/(rR,(R))("). This

context satisfies conditions (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) of the previous two propositions.

Furthermore, QM = M(n) which is certainly isomorphic to a left ideal of Rn when M

is a left ideal of R.    D
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We remark that the same result holds by virtue of the same argument for any

subring of row-finite matrices over R which contains all matrices of bounded size.

Corollary 4.4. Suppose that P is a torsionless left R-module such that PQ is an

essential left ideal of R where Q — HomR(P, R). Then End RP has a (faithful)

nonsingular uniform module if R does. Furthermore, if additionally M is a faithful

nonsingular uniform left ideal of R with MP ¥= 0 then [QM, p] is a faithful nonsingular

uniform left ideal of End R P for some p E P.

Proof. Consider the standard Morita context for RP.    D

By taking P = Re in the previous corollary we have the following consequence.

Corollary 4.5. If e = e2 E R and ReR is an essential left ideal of R then eRe has

a faithful nonsingular uniform module whenever R does.

The case of polynomial rings is treated by the next series of results.

Lemma 4.6. Suppose that m is an element of an R-module M such that lR(m) D L = 0

for some left ideal L of R. Then lR[-X](m) ^ L[X] = 0 for any set X of indeterminates.

Proof. It clearly suffices to treat the case X— [xx,...,xn], and for this we use

induction   on   the   number   of   indeterminates.   Suppose  / G lR[x.xn](m) D

L[xx,...,xn], and write/= 2k=0fx'n where each/ G L[xx,...,xn_x]. Then fm = 0

implies  that  each fm — 0,   so  each fElR[x¡x    ¡(m) D L[xx,...,x„_x] = 0.

D

Proposition 4.7. If M is a nonsingular left R-module then M[X] is a nonsingular

left R[X]-module for any set X of indeterminates.

Proof. We first treat the case of one variable, say X = {x}. Suppose ZR[x](M[x])

i= 0 and choose 0 ¥" m(x) E ZR[x](M[x]) of least possible degree d; write m(x) =

2f=0 m¡x' with each m¡ E M. For h(x) E R[x] it is easy to check that because of the

minimal choice of d, h(x)m(x) = 0 if and only if h(x)md — 0. Hence lR[x](m(x))

= lR[x](md). By applying the lemma and using the fact that RM is nonsingular we

learn that lR[x](m(x)) is not an essential left ideal of R[x], and this contradicts our

assumption that ZRix](M[x]) ¥= 0. Hence ZR[x](M[x]) = 0.

Now suppose that X is an arbitrary set of indeterminates and suppose 0 ¥= m(X)

E ZR[X](M[X]). Then by renaming indeterminates if necessary we may assume that

m(X) = m(xx,...,x„). By an obvious induction on the result of the preceding

paragraph we know that there exists a nonzero left ideal L of R[xx,...,xn] with

lR[x x ](m(X)) n L — 0. Applying the lemma to the element m(X) we have that

lR[X,(m(X)) n L[X] = 0. Since m(X) was an arbitrary element of M[X] this

proves that ZR[X](M[X]) = 0.    D

Corollary 4.8. // M is a faithful nonsingular uniform left R-module then the same

is true of M[X] as an R[X]-module for any set X of indeterminates.

Proof. It remains only to show that M[X] is faithful and uniform over R[X].

This can be found in [3, p. 88 or 10].    D
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5. Direct products of full linear rings. With but little additional effort we can also

treat rings whose maximal left quotient rings are direct products or finite direct sums

of full linear rings.

It is customary to say that a module M has enough uniforms if every nonzero

submodule of M contains a uniform submodule. For a nonsingular module there are

well known rephrasings of this property.

Proposition 5.1. For a nonsingular module M the following conditions are equiva-

lent.

(i) M has enough uniforms.

(ii) M contains an essential sum of uniform submodules.

(iii) M contains an essential direct sum of uniform submodules.

Proof. We will show that (ii) implies (iii), the implications (i) implies (ii) and (iii)

implies (i) being standard. So suppose that 2/e/M(. is an essential submodule of RM

with each RM¡ uniform. Apply Zorn's lemma to choose a maximal direct sum of the

form M0 — ®.eyAf. with/ C I. We claim that M0 is essential in 2,e/M,..

It will suffice to establish that for each finite subset (/',,.. .,/'„} E I, M0 n 2"k=x M¡

is essential in 2k = x M¡. First note that for each k, M0 D M¡ is essential in M¡

because of the maximal choice of M0 and the fact that M¡ is uniform. Let m be an

arbitrary nonzero element of 2"k=x M¡. Write m = 2"k=x mi with each m, G M¡

and set / = r\"k=x{r E R\rmr E M0). Then / is an essential left ideal of R and

therefore 0 ¥= Im E 2"k=x Im, E M0 n 2£=1 M,■ . We conclude that M0 is essential

in 2,e/ A/,-, and consequently M0 is essential in M.    D

Let A, be a division ring and V¡ a left A,-vector space for each i E I. Set

A = ©,e/ A,-, V — ©/e/ V¡, and let mi denote the projection map of V onto V¡. If U

is a A-submodule of F we define dim AU — 2,e/dim AL%,. Observe that Uiri = A¡U

= U D V¡ so that U = ©/6/(í/ n V¡). Since Horn A(V¡,' Vj) = 0 for i <£j, we can and

will identify EndAF with II,e/EndA^. Similarly, we identify HomA(F, A) with

n,e/Hom A (V¡, A,). With these conventions we can extend Theorem 2.1 as follows.

Theorem 5.2. For a ring R the following conditions are equivalent.

(1) There exists a faithful nonsingular left R-module which has enough uniforms.

(2) R is a nonsingular ring which has enough uniforms.

(3) There exists a partial context (RM, AVR) satisfying: (i) VR is faithful; (ii) A is a

direct sum of division rings A, and V is a direct sum of A-vector spaces; and (üi) g/ueA¡

u, 0 ¥= v in V there exists m E M with (m, u) and(m, v) defined and (m, v) ¥= 0.

(4) R is (isomorphic to) a subring of a direct product of full linear rings II, e/ End A Vi

with the property that given t E n,e/End A V¡ and AU a one-dimensional subspace of

some A Vj there exist r, s E R with at = s and Vr = U.

(5) R has a (maximal) left quotient ring isomorphic to a direct proauct of full linear

rings.

(6) R is (isomorphic to) a subring of a direct product of full linear rings II, e/ End A V¡

with the property that given 0 # t G II,e/End A V¡ there exist r, s G R with n = s ¥=

0.
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Proof. We can follow almost verbatim the proof of Theorem 2.1, and we will

therefore highlight only the portions which require modification.

(1) implies (2). We must show that R has enough uniforms when RM is a faithful

nonsingular module with enough uniforms. To see this let / be any nonzero left ideal

of R. IM ¥= 0 because M is faithful, so/m^O for some m EM. Since lR(m) n /is

not essential in /, there exists a left ideal 0 ¥= J E I with J n lR(m) — 0. Hence

J s Jm. Since M has enough uniforms there exists a uniform submodule of the form

Km with K a nonzero left ideal contained in J. Hence K is a uniform left ideal

contained in /.

(2) implies (3). Choose a direct sum M = ®/g/M¡ Ç S of uniform left ideals

maximal with respect to the property that no two distinct M¡ have nonzero

isomorphic submodules (i.e., no two M¡ are subisomorphic). Set V= ©;(E/ ^ and

A = ©,.e/A,. where V¡ = PHom R(M¡, R) and A, = PEnd Ä A/,-. Then we construct

the partial context (RM, AVR) where the context mappings are defined component-

wise. It is evident that given any u,0 =£ v E V there exists m E M with (m, u) and

(w, u) defined and (m,v)¥=0. The only point that requires checking is that V is a

faithful right .R-module; or, equivalently, that rR(M, V) = 0.

First observe that if U is an arbitrary uniform left ideal of R then either (i)

U D ©/e/A/,. = 0 whence by the maximal choice of ©/e/A/,, U is subisomorphic to

some A/,; or (ii) U n ©/6/Mi ¥= 0, whence for some y G / the projection homomor-

phism U n ©i6/ A/,. -» Mj must be an isomorphism of a submodule of U with a left

ideal contained in A/-. Thus, in any event, Í/ is subisomorphic to some A/,-, ; G /.

Next, choose /G PHomÄ(A/,, R) with 0 ¥= Mff E U. Since lR(Mf) is not an

essential left ideal of R there exists a uniform left ideal UQ with í/qA^ # 0. Hence

U0m t^ 0 for some m E Mf and therefore U0 is isomorphic to a submodule of A/^. It

follows that U0E(M,V) and so (M,V)U D U0U D (U0Mf)f ¥= 0. Hence Í7 g

rR(A/, V) and since t/ was an arbitrary uniform left ideal, rR(M, V) = 0.

The implications (3) implies (4), (4) implies (5), and (5) implies (6) require no

additional comment.

(6) implies (1). Set A = ©,e/A,. and V— ©/6/ ^. We can assume that R C

End Ai/= n,6,End A I/; with the property stated in (6). Set M = HomA(F, A) =

n,e/Hom A(V¡, A,). Then as before we can see that RM is faithful and nonsingular.

We need only show that R M has enough uniforms.

By the argument given in the proof of Theorem 2.1 we know that each Mi =

Horn A (V¡, A,) is a uniform left R-module. Furthermore, we claim that ©/e/M¡ is an

essential R-submodule of M.

To see this, let 0 =£ {m¡}ie¡ E M be arbitrary with each w, G M¡ and m} J= 0 for

some j E I. Write V¡ = Avj © kernel m} and choose t G End AV with Vt = Au-.

Next, choose r, s E R with at = j # 0. Then Vsm] = Auyw7 = Ay and Ks/w,- = Au^am,

= 0 for i E I, i ¥=j. Hence 0 =£ s{m¡}ief = {n¡}jel G ©ie/A/, where n¡ = smj and

a!, = 0 for /' G /, i =£j. This establishes the claim.

Finally, we apply Proposition 5.1 to conclude that RM has enough uniforms.

D
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The equivalence of conditions (2) and (5) in the above theorem was first estab-

lished in [6]. Also, it is easy to check that condition (3)(ii) in the theorem can be

replaced by (ii)' A is a direct product of division rings.

Corollary 5.3. R has a (maximal) left quotient ring which is a finite direct sum of

full linear rings if and only if R has a faithful finite dimensional nonsingular module.

Corollary 5.4. The maximal left quotient ring of R is semisimple artinian if and

only if R has a finite dimensional nonsingular module M such that lR( m,,..., m k ) = 0

for some mx,... ,mk G M.

Proof. Apply Theorem 2.3 of [7] to the previous corollary. D

These results are illustrative of the technique one employs in order to generalize

results presented earlier in this article. In the interest of concluding at a reasonable

point, we make the following blanket assertion, offered without proof. All properties

established in the earlier sections of this paper have analogues in the more general

situations in which the maximal left quotient ring is a direct product or finite direct

sum of full linear rings.
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